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ABSTRACT 
 
                        Since Thomas Rymer’s comments on the handkerchief in Othello, 

unable to recognize its meaning and therefore dismissing its “passion,” the piece 

of cloth has remained both a fascinating and incomprehensible object – its 

cultural meaning (perhaps known by Shakespeare’s Elizabethan audience) as 

neglected and mistaken as the true ethnic identity of Othello himself. 

Shakespeare, however, has given the audience/reader several indications of the 

meaning of the handkerchief, its description (i.e. Egyptian, embroidered with 

spotted strawberries) related both to Othello’s ethnicity and to a particular pre-

marital ritual practiced by a people sometimes, if deceptively, called Moors; 

important remains Othello’s origins and his experience prior to arriving in 

Venice. Once the handkerchief (fazzoletto in Italian) becomes understood as 

necessary as a crucial pre-marital ritual – one first intended to check 

Desdemona’s virginity, as in the Gypsy “test of the handkerchief” – then 

Othello’s murderous rage and his concealed ethnicity becomes interrelated and 

provides insights into the meaning of the tragedy. Finally, since Shakespeare 

surely knew of John Florio’s 1598 A World of Wordes (an Italian-English 

dictionary) he was able to read two consecutive entries in the dictionary, 

fazzoand fazzoletto, that allowed Iago to manipulate Desdemona’s association 

with the cultural meaning of the piece of cloth and its relationship to bed sheets. 
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 It has been said that some groups of Gypsies are descendants of Jews. The 

Gitanos were believed  to be descended from Andalusian Moors, or from a 

mixed race of Jews and Moors.1 

 When the handkerchief/napkin first appears in Act III, scene 3 of Othello, 

dividing the tragedy in the middle, every major character has already developed 

a unique relationship to it as well as understood (if privately and, therefore, 

incompletely) the possible consequences of its cultural meanings. If the 

handkerchief/napkin remains one of the most fascinating objects in the history of 

dramatic literature, part of its “wonder” must come from its ability to so 

compulsively influence, binding everyone towards a tragic end. The mystery of 

the “Egyptian” piece of cloth, however, has resisted understanding; it has eluded 

interpretation, partly hidden by a neglected culture (Moorish, but so much more) 

its secret preserved by the embroidery of “spotted strawberries” and its relation 

to an obscure pre-marital ritual. “The meaning of the handkerchief,” Lynda 

Boose writes, “may well lie hidden in rituals and customs which were accessible 

to Elizabethans but have since been lost.”2 Indeed, the meaning of the 

handkerchief/napkin (for Othello) is inseparable from a unique ritual; it will 

provoke him as much as the double-meaning of fazzoletto. Its significance has 

not, however, been lost; it has been consigned to the oblivion of history along 

with a people long considered pariahs.   

 Rymer himself could never have suspected the urgency of what he 

dismisses as a “trifle.” When he writes, as if offended or annoyed, “so much ado, 

so much stress, so much passion and repetition about a Handkerchief,”3 his 

invective may have been harsher if he truly understood the extent of the 

“passion,” so different for Desdemona and Othello, both divided by their 

respective culture and language. Only by revealing the symbolic importance of 

the handkerchief/napkin for Othello (and its relation to a complicated ethnicity 

that has been hidden by modern racial epithets such as “thick lips”) can the full 

extent of his supposed jealousy and murderous rage become understandable. 
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Despite his protests, Othello surely does not commit murder out of marital 

infidelity; and if Iago is to be also comprehensible, much more than simply a 

“demi-devil” and accused, for example, of Coleridge’s “motiveless malignity,”4 

reasons for his vindictiveness and hatred must be found in his own repeated and 

insistent self-revelation, and it is not caused by being ignored for professional 

advancement or the social humiliation of being a cuckold. Iago, he tells us often 

and truthfully, never cowers behind deceit if one is willing to listen to him with 

more than “greedy ears.” He may be villainous; but he demands understanding 

of both his self-possession and his schemes to destroy others. 

 As Desdemona holds the piece of cloth embroidered with the enigmatic 

symbol of the strawberries to Othello’s forehead in III.3, to soothe him from an 

ever increasing dread (though he pretends his torment is nothing more than a 

headache) he immediately tells her: “your napkin is too small.” Turning away 

from the thing with aversion, its secret cultural meaning and Iago’s relentless 

suggestions making him vulnerable to an epileptic seizure that Desdemona no 

doubt interprets as the “sacred disease,” he holds up his hand to stop her. 

Immediately after, in a simple but important stage direction, Shakespeare writes: 

“he puts the handkerchief from him, and she drops it.”5 After the piece of cloth 

falls to the ground, with Desdemona and Othello exiting, Emilia finds it and, 

knowing Iago has asked her “a hundred times” to steal it, says: “I am glad I have 

found this napkin.” The piece of cloth, named three times, is now divided 

ambiguously between two words; it is, and will remain for crucial reasons, both 

a handkerchief and a napkin. Shakespeare’s use of two different words 

establishes a problem of meaning that will only become significant in a decisive 

scene, with Othello overhearing a brief conversation between Cassio and the 

“whore” Bianca that precipitates, for the first time, Othello’s murderous 

fantasies. 

 When Desdemona applies the handkerchief/napkin to Othello’s forehead in 

an obvious gesture of love and solicitude, she cannot possibly imagine his 
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relationship to it; she can neither suspect its first intended use (for her, and no 

one else) nor its cultural significance for him. On the contrary, her own 

ambivalent meanings are overwhelming her. On his forehead, the piece of cloth 

becomes a linteum and sudarium,6 symbolically representing the soothing of 

wounds on the scalp of Christ and, therefore, suggesting blood and death, 

sacrifice and martyrdom. The handkerchief/napkin in the scene defines both 

their predicaments; in Desdemona’s case, she cannot reconcile the piece of cloth 

as simultaneously sacred and sexual, symbol of Christ and her wedding sheets – 

the fazzoletto, in both cases, absorbing blood. She may have been blessed by a 

purity of heart, but nowhere does she show any consciousness about the double-

meaning of the handkerchief/napkin in terms of her own cultural history and, 

more importantly, to the convoluted significance attributed to it by Othello. He 

has never told her; he has never dared. In Othello’s case, the meaning of the 

handkerchief/napkin is intimately related to his ethnicity and, more specifically, 

to a well-known pre-marital ritual practiced by “Moors” that unifies the 

members of a “tribe.” Despite recent arguments, Othello’s cultural and racial 

background is far from obvious. He is a “Moor” (that, after all, is Shakespeare’s 

description, just as it was for the Prince of Morocco in The Merchant of Venice) 

but he is also much more.7 “The question of Othello’s race is of paramount 

importance,” Margaret Webster wrote in 1942, but she added that it was 

“improbable” Shakespeare “troubled himself greatly with ethnological 

exactness.”8 On the contrary, Shakespeare is nothing if not ethnologically exact 

in Othello. The play absolutely depends on it. His allusions are numerous and 

unmistakable; Shakespeare’s audience surely understood them. But before 

tracing the history of Othello’s complicated ethnicity and the meaning of the 

handkerchief/napkin for him, it is necessary to return to the beginning of Iago’s 

plot. He has many motives for his vengeance; and it begins with slavery. 

 In I.1, when Roderigo both recognizes and admits he is being manipulated 

like a puppet, telling Iago “thou. . . hast my purse/As if the strings were thine,” 
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Iago begins to implicate him in his plot by telling him the reasons for his 

apparent hatred of Othello. First of all, he has been ignored for promotion; 

despite proving himself in battle, Cassio the Florentine, the mere “arithmetician” 

with knowledge of Machiavelli, has been chosen in his place. The reason, along 

with the soon-mentioned sexual betrayal, is a convenient excuse, nothing more. 

Iago’s real reasons and motives, however, he will soon describe, but always 

indirectly, as if he is obeying an injunction. He provides countless references 

and descriptions, the synonyms almost exhaustive, and yet his self-expression 

occurs, at times, through omission. He cannot, it seems, speak a taboo word 

unless it is counterfeited by its opposite, slave/free canceling each other out. 

Iago has not been heard above the clamour of his malice; but he continues to 

demand it, from beginning to end, when his rhetoric finally succumbs to a vow 

of silence only torture will defy. “From this time forth I never will speak word,” 

Iago says at the end before he is led away to a gruesome death, his purpose 

accomplished. How does his vengeance start?  

 Iago is a slave. He is owned. In the beginning, he may not be as mistreated 

as Caliban and suffer the insults of being called, directly, a “poisonous slave,” 

but he experiences Othello’s compliments of honesty as patronizing and 

contemptuous; the master gives the slave false compliments, as compensation, to 

appease. Without ever mentioning the word “slave” (it will become prominent 

and repeated with more frequency as the tragedy develops) Iago protests “there’s 

no remedy” from “the curse of service.” (I.1 52) Suffering from a double 

affliction, physical and spiritual, Iago now begins to disclose the real reason (and 

there are more) for despising Othello. He gives Roderigo a virtual list describing 

servitude, words almost attached to each other in succession, with references to 

service, knaves, bondage, all of them following the statement “we cannot all be 

masters, nor all masters/Cannot be truly followed.” (I.1 52)  

 In the first indication of a rhetoric that will simultaneously confound and 

entice his listeners, his language exploiting the ambiguity of a character’s self-
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understanding (what Desdemona, for example, calls her “divided duty”), Iago 

continues to describe the intolerable condition of “obsequious bondage,” a 

revelation that culminates with the related lines that, first, says “were I the Moor, 

I would not be Iago,” and second, concludes with: “I am not what I am.” His 

allusion to Exodus 3:13 is more cryptic than has been imagined; and 

Shakespeare’s use of an “Egyptian” handkerchief and its relation to the Bible is 

consequential. Iago is not only hinting at the historical condition of Jewish 

slavery, eventual freedom from Egyptian bondage, and the scattering of “tribes” 

in a perpetual exile. Iago is, remarkably, identifying himself with Jews and 

slaves and, more importantly, exposing Othello (like him) of being “Egyptian,” a 

word whose particular meaning for Shakespeare’s Elizabethan audience has 

nothing to do with the land of the Pharaohs. Since “the word Gipsy/Gypsy 

derives from the word ‘Egyptian,”9 Shakespeare provides a first association, a 

relation he pursues relentlessly. Iago is haunted by the memory of diaspora, a 

neglected history of an entire people who, beginning as so-called 

“untouchables,” were forced into centuries of migrations as a defense against 

oppression and persecution, making their way from India to Persia, Turkey and, 

finally (with the conquest of Byzantium by Mehmet II in 1453) into Europe as 

far as the Iberian peninsula.10 Not accidentally does Othello mention, in detail, 

the maritime geography of the region, as if he too had memorized stories of the 

Ottoman invasion and the Gypsy expulsion. “Like to the Pontic sea,/Whose icy 

current and compulsive course/Ne’er feels retiring ebb, but keeps due on/To the 

Propontic and the Hellespont.” (III.3 121) He remembers, but is compelled to 

forget. As a Spanish Gitano, Iago is afflicted with the memory of an entire 

people and their history, a reminiscence of exile, persecution, and enslavement 

that begins, perhaps, with one record of arrival in Europe and their inclusion into 

Western history with none other than Vlad, the sadistic ruler known, among 

other things, as “the Impaler.” In September 1455 (two years after the fall of 

Byzantium and the Gypsy exodus), Prince Vlad Dracul captured in Bulgaria 
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twelve thousand persons “who looked like Egyptians” and took them back to 

Wallachia, thus becoming “the first wholesale importers of Gypsies as slaves.”11 

Iago identifies with his enslaved ancestors; Othello, though ambivalent, 

ultimately denies and rejects them however much he may enjoy the slaughter of 

the “Turks” he so obviously loathes. Iago’s first intentions are simply to expose 

Othello as an impostor who hides his ethnicity, including submitting to a 

Christian baptism, in order to assimilate; his marriage is a sham, another denial 

of his ancestry. Othello continually flees from his past, refusing to acknowledge 

it out of fear and humiliation. Iago, however, knows his real identity. Despite his 

experience of slavery (which Othello, at one time, shared), Iago revolts with the 

only freedom he still possesses. His speech will be inflicted on others with Old 

Testament wrath, with the “pestilence” he will “pour” in people’s ears.  

 Iago’s countless references to slavery turn, in the same scene when 

Brabantio is told of Desdemona’ elopement, to descriptions of animals, the 

human world now reduced to a bestiary, first with descriptions of animal 

sexuality, the second with the specific mention of horses, jennets, and coursers. 

Iago knows Othello’s well-kept secret; and he begins to expose it with the wake-

up call of “thieves” and “daughters,” the paranoid suspicion of Gypsies as 

robbers of children. Moreover, Iago both exploits the stereotype of Gypsies as 

thieves but also the more culturally relevant association of abduction and 

elopement. Iago emphasizes one common prejudice against Gypsies as criminals 

and, at the same time, tells Brabantio his daughter has been kidnapped, knowing 

that marriage with elopement and the drama of a planned abduction fulfills a 

Gypsy ritual of betrothal. Indeed, in his Autobiography of a Gypsy, Boswell 

writes: “elopement is still occasionally practiced as a marriage custom among 

British Gypsies.”12 Iago attempts to degrade the human with a reference to a 

menagerie, stressing, indirectly, the relation of marriage to animal husbandry. 

“An old black ram/Is tupping your ewe,” (I.1 54) Iago tells Brabantio, incensing 

the father with the graphic image of his daughter’s sexuality. Iago’s words, 
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always well-chosen, their consequences precise, provide more than an explicit 

image of “making the beast with two backs,” a reference to a sexual position that 

Freud himself referred to as intercourse in “the Italian way.” In addition, Iago 

tells Brabantio how his daughter will be “covered with a Barbary horse,” a 

reference whose multiple implications (sexual, geographic, ethnic) are further 

clues to Othello’s origins. Iago always provides meaningful hints. In this case, 

he tells everyone that Othello was nothing more than a Gypsy horse dealer, 

specifically, someone who (as a member of the Lowara tribe) used to deal in 

jennets, small Spanish horses.13 The horse, of course, was the most important 

animal for Gypsies, a constant companion in their wanderings and always at the 

head of their caravan. 

 In their first scene together, Iago warns Othello that Brabantio has been 

made aware of his elopement with Desdemona and tells him of the Magnifico’s 

political power and influence with the law. When Iago says to Othello that the 

Magnifico “hath in his effect a voice potential/As double as the Duke’s,” (I.2 58) 

he is not simply referring to the politics of the Republic of Venice. Iago 

comments, more importantly, on the relationship between character and 

language. He emphasizes how self and words can be made to appear as a “voice 

doubled,” that is, capable of revealing the truth but always vulnerable to 

deception and deceit. Iago portrays himself, almost daring Othello to understand 

his intentions; he is, however, outraged that the urgency of the situation 

(Othello’s fear of the law) make him ignorant of the interpretation necessary to 

understand. Othello’s lack of comprehension is made obvious when he believes 

action renders speech silent; Iago learns a lesson here. He will not forget it. 

Othello is swayed by words but convinced by sight. “My services,” Othello says, 

“shall out-tongue his complaints,” (I.2 58)  followed by the extraordinary 

statement that he will “provulgate,” a word Kenneth Muir in his “Commentary” 

interprets as “publish abroad” but whose meaning is more relevant if the word is 

separated into a compound – pro-vulgate – making Othello say he will speak 
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plainly, in the vulgate. For someone who is surely aware of his abilities to 

persuade with speech – after all, his autobiographical stories have contributed to 

his reputation - his decision to allow his character to be judged through his 

actions seems, at the very least, noticeable if not outright suspicious. Othello is 

not simply affirming his obvious heroism; he is hiding his eloquence. His 

“bombast” has made him vulnerable; he may have spoken too much of himself 

in the past, but it continues to be a weakness, the temptation of his ego. “My 

parts, my title, and my perfect soul/Shall manifest me rightly,” (I.2 59) Othello 

says, with either arrogant conceit or defensive self-assertion, knowing how 

Brabantio may suspect his origins and, perhaps, expose him. Iago, however, has 

the last word. “By Janus, I think no,” he says, and with the allusion to the 

Roman god with two faces, he rejects the presumption of the simple appearance 

of the truth and hints at the implications of his face. Othello’s face is so visible; 

and misleading because of it. Indeed, it is the colour of the Janus-faced Othello 

that has made it difficult (for us) to properly see him.  

 The sequence of dialogues (beginning with Iago’s discourse on slavery) 

now culminates with a detailed description of Othello’s Gypsy heritage, its 

association to sorcery and, equally as important, the enigmatic meaning of the 

“black” colour of his skin. With the entrance of Brabantio and the officers of the 

law in I.2, the confrontation is remarkable for the accusations made against 

Othello, all of them specific, each related to his ethnicity and leading to a crucial 

ending of the scene. How does it begin? Again, as if Shakespeare makes a 

virtual list of the ethnic characteristics of Othello to his Elizabethan audience, 

the ethnological references are exhaustive and include, in this scene and 

throughout the play, the Gypsy origin of the handkerchief/napkin, sorcery, skin-

colour, paganism and, finally, slavery. 

 In his first charge, Brabantio accuses Othello of enchanting his daughter, of 

using “magic” and “foul charms,” “drugs and minerals,” of being “a 

practicser/Of arts inhibited.” (I.2 61) Shakespeare’s allusions to the Moor’s 
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ethnic origins are intended specifically for his contemporaries; they would have 

understood that Othello is a Gypsy, beginning with the common assumption and 

prejudice of the practice of sorcery, palmistry, and fortune-telling.14 The 

historical, judicial, and literary references to Gypsies are many. The first literary 

reference to Gypsies (referred to as “egypcian”) occurs in a description of a 

fortune-teller in Thomas More’s A Dyalog of Syr Thomas More Knyghte 

(1514).15 The Acts and Statutes against Gypsies, in England and throughout 

Europe, were frequent and severe. In 1530, for example, in laws passed that 

would be continued and made harsher by Elizabeth, Henry VIII issued a 

proclamation against so-called “outlandish” people calling themselves Egyptian, 

especially those who practiced occult arts such as palmistry and fortune-telling.16  

 More important, Brabantio’s reference to Othello’s “sooty bosom,” along 

with the many references to the “black” colour of his skin throughout the play, 

including the word “begrimed,” also reveals an ethnicity that, until now, has 

been ignored. “The Gypsies’ dark complexion,” writes Gilad Margalit, “was 

defined in Europe as black.”17 The repetition of “black” has disguised Othello; 

modern sensibility has not seen him. The historical references to “black” and 

“dirty” Gypsies are countless. As early as the tenth century, the Persian poet 

Firdausi wrote: “no washing ever whitens the black Gypsy.” The monk 

Cornerius of Lübeck described gypsies as having “most ugly black faces.” In 

several descriptions of gypsies arriving in European cities, one mentioned that 

“the men were very black.”18 Finally, in the 1608 Lanthorne and Candle-Light, 

Thomas Dekker describes gypsies as “Tawny Moores bastardes, for no Red-

oakes man carries a face of a more filthy complexion.”19 Along with the 

accusation of practicing sorcery and his “black” skin colour, Othello is now 

slandered with two more serious charges: “for if such action may have passage 

free,/” Brabantio argues, “Bondslaves and pagans shall our statesmen be.” (I.2 

62) The final charge against him, and the one most important for Iago, completes 

the indictment of Othello’s character prior to possibly facing the “bloody book 
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of law,” the judgment of Moor, sorcerer, black, pagan, and slave now sufficient 

to prejudice him in the eyes of the Venetian signoria and make him vulnerable 

to prosecution. The charges, all of them identifiable with Gypsies, are multiple 

and serious. Othello’s reaction, however, is telling; he too has a “divided duty.”  

 In his first defense of the accusations against him, and not for the last time, 

Othello first pleads, humbly and disingenuously, how “rude am I in my speech,” 

(I.3 65) now pretending he is only capable to talking about his military 

campaigns and martial powers. “Little shall I grace my cause/In speaking for 

myself,” he adds, feigning he is incapable of defending himself. He too refers to 

Exodus, now paraphrasing Moses appealing to God in 4:10 and pleading: “I am 

slow of speech and tongue” and, to contradict precisely Othello’s most 

renowned attribute after his expertise in warfare, denying his ability by saying, 

like Moses, “I am not eloquent.”20Instead of using his rhetorical power to defend 

himself (fearing his ethnic identity will become obvious because of his 

eloquence) he will allow Desdemona to speak on his behalf. Prior to her 

appearance, and with Iago not present to hear him, he does succumb to the 

temptation of speaking about himself. “I do confess the vices of my blood,” (I.3 

67) he says, and for the first and only time, he will partly reveal his ethnic 

identity as a Gypsy, a double-characteristic that includes, first, the negation of 

the sanguineous connection to a member as the standard of Gypsy kinship and, 

second, taking pleasure in reciting his autobiography to others, speaking of his 

“fortunes” and “chances,” none more important than the confession of his 

experience (again, using the language of Exodus) when he was previously “sold 

to slavery; of my redemption thence.” (I.3 67)   

 Iago needs Othello’s admission that he was a former slave; it is the only 

way to prove their equality. Not surprisingly, he confesses to his slavish past 

without Iago present. When Othello continues and tells everyone how 

Desdemona had a “greedy ear” for his discourse, he does admit to his “blood,” 

his gypsy origins. One of the fundamental conflicts between Iago and Othello, 
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hinted at but never admitted, always present if not always revealed directly, is 

their mutual Gypsy heritage and, in particular, their relation and allegiance to a 

specific “tribe.” When David Young writes, “we might begin by asking why 

narrative was chosen as the significant expression of Othello’s heroism,”21 one 

of the answers (and certainly one of the conflicts between Othello and Iago) is 

their respective oratorical abilities. The combination of splendid oratory and 

rhetoric is, furthermore, another feature of a specific Gypsy tribe. The Gypsy 

Lowara tribe, for example, is renowned for “une magie oratoire audacieuse” and 

a “subtil art de la rhétorique.”22 Iago despises Othello not only for his own 

slavery; Iago considers himself more than his equal in eloquence. Furthermore, 

Iago knows that Othello is a mimic if not a plagiarist, someone whose fantastic 

tales of Cannibals and Anthropophagi was an emulation of the most famous 

Venetian traveler, Marco Polo, in order to gain approval, to be accepted. Othello 

uses his biographical journeys, his “travels’history:/Wherein of antres vast and 

deserts idle” (I.3 67) as a narrative mimicry of Marco Polo rather than admit to 

the wanderings of his Gypsy tribe. 

 When Desdemona’s testimony exonerates Othello from the accusation of 

sorcery, Iago’s first plan has failed. Othello’s military heroism makes him an 

obvious choice to lead Venetian ships to counter the Ottoman fleet and their 

attack of Cyprus. Iago will “abuse Othello’s ear” and prepare a scheme that will 

destroy him. When he sarcastically exclaims “happiness to their sheets,” (II.3 

89) even before their arrival on Cyprus, parenthetically the island where the 

goddess Venus was born, Iago has already devised a plan; he recognizes the 

relationship between the handkerchief/napkin and the wedding sheets 

Desdemona has prepared for her married life with Othello. But not even Iago 

could have imagined the success of his plan. How does Othello turn from a 

loving husband to an enraged murderer (David Bevington rightly calls this the 

“puzzle”23 of the tragedy) without simply recognizing Iago’s abilities to 

manipulate with words and a simple piece of cloth?   
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 In III.3, with intimations of Othello’s “chaos” but prior to the appearance of 

the handkerchief/napkin, when Iago’s echoing repetitions combine to lead 

Othello into an ever-growing suspicion of infidelity and sexual betrayal, he tries 

to balance the doubt about Desdemona with reflective judgment, first and 

foremost, about Iago’s character. Throughout his formidable insinuations, 

Othello resists the temptation to believe, struggles against his own inclinations 

and the ambiguity of emotions he already experiences. He has doubts, 

unanswered question; but they are independent of Iago’s meddling. Despite 

telling Iago, again and again – as if the repetitions were warnings to himself, the 

insistence itself indicative of other suspicions – that he trusts his “love and 

honesty,” Othello also says: “these stops of thine affright me more:/For such 

things in a false disloyal knave/Are tricks of custom.” (III.3 108) Othello uses 

the common word for servant, “knave,” without a second thought, but it is Iago 

who, as usual, brilliantly answers, telling him in a complicated language much 

too difficult for Othello to understand how “men should be what they seem;/Or 

those that be not, would they might seem none.” (III.3 108) Othello’s emotions 

make it impossible for him to analyze the meaning of Iago’s statement. Does 

Othello, here, begin to “submit” to Iago’s narrative? Stephen Greenblatt notes: 

“the question remains why anyone would submit, even unconsciously, to Iago’s 

narrative fashioning.”24  Othello is vulnerable to manipulation because he is 

already self-abusive with threatening fantasies; he makes himself submit to an 

internal narrative. Iago’s lies only compound the possibility of a false 

Desdemona that Othello has, from the moment of their marriage and because of 

the omission of a ritual, suspected from the beginning. He does not know 

something crucial; and the ignorance threatens him with devastation. 

 Echoing his earlier Biblical allusion, Iago is calling Othello a fraud; he 

reminds him of the contradiction between his present position as a general (he is, 

ultimately, nothing more than a mercenary) and his past, a past that included 

relation to a Gypsy tribe, peregrinations, and slavery. Iago’s rhetorical 
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complications, which both confuse and entice his listeners, continue to 

emphasize the condition of slavery; by juxtaposing the indirect language of 

metaphors with clear self-revelation, Iago appears to speak in what Kenneth 

Gross has called “disguised babble,” a form of speech that seems to alternate 

between apparent gibberish and the truth, “to make his listener lend their ears to 

a meaning they do not comprehend but think of as urgent.”25 Iago uses 

transferred language, a language whose power is used simultaneously for the 

most extreme deceit and confession; truth and falsehood is juxtaposed. To 

Othello’s demand to “give thy worst of thoughts/The worst of words,” Iago 

again answers by speaking about himself instead of maligning Cassio. “Though I 

am bound to every act of duty,/I am not bound to that all slaves are free to:/ 

Utter my thoughts.” (III.3 109) With compelling honesty, Iago is actually telling 

Othello precisely the reasons for his thoughts and words and actions. He can no 

longer endure the “curse of service,” the sense of not only being a subordinate, 

but as someone who experiences his life as a slave, identifying with his 

ancestors, oppressed and scattered throughout foreign geographies. Iago’s rage, 

a consequence of being reduced to a “what,” to nullity and slavery, can only 

show itself as destructive; and this is, perhaps, what Harold Bloom means when 

he writes that Iago’s “war is against ontology.”26 Finally, when Iago tells 

Othello, “Good God, the souls of all my tribe defend/From jealousy,” (III.3 110) 

one word in particular is intended to shock him. It is a word of effrontery; and it 

is not “jealousy.” For the first time he mentions their similar ethnic origins. 

“Tribe” is a crucial word. It will be uttered once more, one of Othello’s last 

words before he kills himself.  

 Iago tells Othello he knows both of them are from Gypsy “tribes,” as if now 

asking him for an admission. Othello, however, does not hear; he refuses to hear. 

Instead (and as a displacement of Iago’s sense, which he understands but 

ambivalently) Othello appeals to sight and revelation, witness and judgment, and 

demands to see proof of Desdemona’s infidelity. Iago is neither disappointed nor 
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surprised by Othello’s lack of understanding. Othello would rather see his wife’s 

sexual betrayal than reveal himself. Iago has been preparing for precisely this 

moment by asking his wife Emilia a “hundred times” to steal the 

handkerchief/napkin. It will offer more than words. “I’ll see before I doubt; 

when I doubt, prove,” (III.3 111) Othello demands, now appealing to juridical 

rhetoric of doubt and proof. Knowing that nothing convinces more than sight, 

knowing too that appearances makes sight vulnerable, perceptions can be 

distorted, Iago will soon offer him what Othello craves, what he most needed to 

see since his marriage.   

 In another example of his mastery of language, Iago simply and profoundly 

answers: “as I am bound,/Receive it from me.” (III.3 111) Despite his slavery, 

Iago will nevertheless offer him a gift; he has been preparing it all along. In the 

entire scene, Iago has made insinuations with precise intentions and meaning, 

adding one significance on another, beginning (as he had in I.1with Roderigo) 

with slavery, money and purchase and, finally, the unmistakable reference to a 

“tribe,” a word surely relevant for Othello but who continues to refuse 

acknowledging it, the reminders of his past a burden, rejected and denied. The 

multiple references to sight, perception, and observation occur just prior to Iago 

leaving and Desdemona appearing on the scene with the handkerchief, the very 

thing that (apparently) will provide the “ocular proof” of Desdemona’s betrayal. 

When Othello, in gratitude and indebtedness, tells Iago “I am bound to thee for 

ever,” (III.3 112) his plan is already half-complete. He has enslaved him. Being 

“bound” to Iago merely reflects Iago’s words – experienced and uttered – at the 

very end of III.3, “I am your own for ever” (III.3 122) that joins both of them to 

a horrible fate. The experience of slavery binds them together. His echoed 

words, concludes the long dialogue between Iago and Othello (with the idea of 

slavery as central) and the appearance of the handkerchief/napkin. Iago has been 

planning to use it as “proof” of the sexual relationship between Cassio and 

Desdemona. But even Iago, who knows the significance of the Gypsy pre-
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marriage ritual of the “test of the handkerchief,” could not imagine how it would 

contribute to Othello’s demise.  

 When Emilia finds the handkerchief/napkin and reveals how “my wayward 

husband hath a hundred times/Wooed me to steal it,” (III.3 115) she can have no 

suspicions of his intentions, has no idea of its meaning; all she does, with the 

duty of a wife, is consider copying its pattern “spotted with strawberries.” “I’ll 

have the work ta’en out,” she says, words that will be repeated by Bianca and 

that will, ultimately, be the cause leading Othello to murder. Possessing the 

handkerchief/napkin now allows Iago to fulfill his plan, however much he 

overestimates its effects. How does he do it? Placing it in Cassio’s chambers is 

but the act. Iago clearly recognizes the importance of his plan when he identifies 

with Othello and Desdemona, that is, imagines their relationship to the “love 

token,” the separate meanings they invest in it. For Othello, the 

handkerchief/napkin represents the meaning it has for Gypsy culture and its 

importance in a pre-marital ritual. The ritual of the Gypsy “test of the 

handkerchief,” however, was never performed; and that has contributed to the 

beginning of Othello’s “chaos” and his obsession with blood, with all its 

associations of race and sadistic warfare, love and uncertain virginity. His 

fantasies have been raging since their marriage. For Desdemona, the 

handkerchief/napkin represents both a sacred piece of cloth related to Christ and 

a fazzoletto, a single word whose importance cannot be overestimated and that 

Shakespeare (through Iago) makes absolutely crucial especially as the bedroom 

scene in V.2 approaches and unfolds. How does Iago lead Othello to killing 

Desdemona on the bed?   

 When Othello first tells Desdemona about the handkerchief/napkin, he says 

to her: “that hankerchief/Did an Egyptian to my mother give:/She was a charmer 

and could almost read the thoughts of people.” (III.4 125) He tries to intimidate 

her with the superstition of an “Egyptian” (that is, Gypsy sorceress) influencing 

the handkerchief/napkin with a curse or, worse still, a premonition, making his 
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threat even more ominous when he adds: “to lose or give’t away were such 

perdition/As nothing could match.” Othello’s own rhetoric is juxtaposing the 

handkerchief/napkin with virginity, the meaning of “loss” and “give it away” 

referring to her pre-marital chastity and not the piece of cloth. His thoughts are 

now private, too threatening to utter directly, leading him on the verge of a 

mental collapse. He now begins to allow his unrestrained imagination to conjure 

up devastating images. “There’s magic in the web of it./A sybil, that had 

numbered in the world/The sun course two hundred compasses,/In her prophetic 

fury sewed the work.” (III.4 125) The allusion to Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso has 

often been cited as the origin of the line containing “furor profetico,” but the 

apparent reference to a Roman Sybil and the prediction of the future hides a 

more telling meaning; it is more significant than seeing the future. Prophecy is 

irrelevant. The past is all-important. The relation of the pattern of the three 

“spotted strawberries” sewn into the handkerchief/napkin is essential to the 

Gypsy piece of cloth and its specific use in an important pre-marital ritual. For 

Othello, the handkerchief/napkin was intended, prior to their marriage, as a test 

of her virginity. When Othello obsessively repeats the words “the handkerchief” 

as if it was an incantation, demanding Desdemona show it to him, he has 

reached a critical moment of dread, his derangement now increasing, powerless 

to stop. All Desdemona can do while seeing what she believes is a sign of 

irrational jealousy is to exclaim: “there’s some wonder in this handkerchief:/I am 

most unhappy in the loss of it,” (III.4 127) never realizing how she alone had to 

put the wonder into it (or, more precisely) she had to put the 

handkerchief/napkin into herself during the Gypsy virginity “test of the 

handkerchief.” Othello hears the word “loss,” again, as more than the absence of 

the piece of cloth. His continual repetition of the words doubt and proof 

(especially “ocular proof”) correspond to an overwhelming need. He has not 

seen; sight has been compromised by words. In Gypsy culture, there is an 

important formal ceremony that precedes the official consummation of the 
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marriage, providing “ocular proof” of the bride’s virginity. “The young girls 

must be virgins when marrying, and this is checked before the couple is declared 

husband and wife. This virginity test is the central and most sacred part of the 

ceremony.”27 Matrons are entrusted with the ritual and, after insuring the bride-

to-be is a virgin, they then “take round the handkerchief stained with the blood 

of the young wife.”28 Othello’s “dangerous conceits” are essentially related to 

the symbolic meaning of the pattern of strawberries on the handkerchief/napkin 

and how Desdemona did not participate in the ritual before their marriage. His 

“chaos” began prior to Iago’s schemes. Her virginity was never proven, never 

acknowledged. Without proof of her virginity, blood of her hymen on the 

handkerchief, he is culturally destitute. The omission of the ritual leaves Othello 

utterly severed from his community; he is forlorn, absolutely. But there is more. 

One finally scene compels him to murder. How does it happen? 

 The omission of the Gypsy pre-marital ritual has only made him more 

susceptible to Iago’s insinuations; he now begins to be overwhelmed by 

perceptions which are more and more distorted, where appearances reflect the 

derangement of his consciousness. Othello is moribund. He is led from an 

intolerable suspicion to an incident worse than proof, confirming all his aversion 

to the dangers of “pollution” and defilement known in Gypsy culture as 

mehrime. He can no longer restrain the consequences of disturbed fantasies; his 

hallucinations lead him to an ever more harrowing assumption. What happens? 

What does he think he sees that so overwhelms him, turning dread and 

confusion, finally, to murderous fantasies? 

 Othello begins to sound incoherent, his words corresponding to fantasies 

and suspicions, disturbing images that begin to overwhelm him. He does not so 

much respond to Iago’s double-meaning of “lie” (“with her, on her, what you 

will”) coupling mendacity with sexual betrayal, but with a more astonishing 

image, his imagination now virtually creating hallucinations. Othello speaks as 

though the handkerchief/napkin has penetrated Desdemona. When Othello utters 
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the words “handkerchief – confession – handkerchief,” he is imagining the piece 

of cloth has committed an unspeakable act, as if the handkerchief/napkin is an 

animistic object capable of sexual desire and moral outrage, contrition and 

confession after the act. Sensing the onset of another epileptic seizure but unable 

to stop, he makes one final appeal (to himself, to his reason) when he refuses to 

acknowledge Iago’s influence on him and, instead, turns his attention to the 

handkerchief/napkin. Only his force of will allows him to resist, if only feebly. 

“It is not words that shakes me thus! Pish!/Noses, ears, and lips! Is’t possible? – 

Confess? Handkerchief! O devil.” (IV.1 133) Othello collapses, but not before 

denying Iago’s influence on him (words alone, he says, cannot reduce me to this) 

while simultaneously succumbing to an even more threatening fantasy of 

betrayal and defilement, the handkerchief/napkin now becoming something 

other than its use for proper body parts, more than its proximity to ears and 

noses and lips. He collapses, the images so overwhelming he can no longer 

sustain them, consciousness itself shattered. Iago believes his plan, which he 

calls “my medicine,” has worked; he is, however, overestimating himself. The 

final, insupportable scene is almost accidental, significant only to someone 

whose imagination has exceeded all the bounds of restraint. Othello’s 

perceptions (of sound and sight) are now overwhelming him.  

 When he recovers from his second epileptic seizure and overhears a 

conversation between Cassio and Bianca, he listens intently, but he misinterprets 

her words according to pre-conceptions that have already driven him to despair. 

When he hears Bianca telling Cassio that she refuses, three times, to “take out 

the work,” the tone of her voice mocking and defiant, Othello does not 

understand her words as a refusal to copy the embroidered pattern of the spotted 

strawberries. For him, the “work” is a stain; the “work” to be “taken out” is 

blood. Of all the social rules governing Gypsy impurity and taboo, “the most 

important one is the idea of feminine impurity that is related to blood taboo”29 

and, of course, especially to menstruation. Othello is horrified. Bianca has, in his 
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mind, used the piece of cloth as a “napkin” for her menstruation; and her jealous 

anger makes her refuse to wash it. She seems to taunt Cassio with the stained 

napkin. Bianca’s menstrual blood has defiled the handkerchief/napkin and now, 

for the first time, Othello mentions killing Desdemona. The piece of cloth first 

intended for the Gypsy “test of the handkerchief,” the ritual ensuring 

Desdemona’s virginity, has been used by Bianca (out of spite and jealousy) for 

her menstrual blood, thereby turning a ritual object into a polluted thing. The act 

of “pollution” devastates Othello to such an extent that he imagines killing 

Desdemona, sees himself “chop her into messes” with his Spanish sword, 

symbol of his roots. It is Iago, however, who tells him (for a precise reason) to 

kill her in bed. “Strangle her in her bed,” Iago tells him, “even/the bed she hath 

contaminated.” (IV.1 139) Using the word “contaminated” with almost uncanny 

intuition, Iago now leads Othello to murder Desdemona on the very bed he has 

created. How did Iago create the bed? How will he contradict Desdemona’s own 

relationship to the bed and the wedding sheets? Iago has always understood the 

handkerchief/napkin (like her) as a fazzoletto, a word surely known to 

Shakespeare, a word whose extraordinary significance has been used by Iago, 

from first to last, as his brilliant trope.  

 Shakespeare’s knowledge of the Italian language has been a source of 

controversy since Richard Farmer’s 1767 An Essay on the Learning of 

Shakespeare. Without, here, presenting any arguments about his ability to at 

least read the language, Shakespeare was certainly aware of the writings of John 

Florio. In addition to writing manuals of Italian conversation for the nobility at 

the court of Elizabeth, Florio published an Italian-English dictionary (the 1598 A 

Worlde of Wordes) that Shakespeare knew about and, perhaps, even owned. In 

any case, he surely read two consecutive entries in the dictionary – fazzo and 

fazzoletto30 – that allowed Shakespeare (through Iago) to manipulate 

Desdemona’s association with the cultural meaning of the piece of cloth and its 

relationship to bed sheets. By interpreting the translated word as a compound, as 
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a fazzo letto, Iago’s knowledge intertwines the handkerchief/napkin with their 

bed. The handkerchief/napkin becomes, literally, a “false bed.” Desdemona, who 

has realized the relationship of the “love token” and her wedding sheets from the 

beginning of her marriage, now makes one last attempt to convince Othello of 

her love and fidelity. Her act, however, will create the conditions for her tragic 

death. She will die smothered by wedding sheets representing the 

handkerchief/napkin, both pieces of cloth symbolically intertwined. By making 

one last effort to convince Othello of her love and fidelity, Desdemona 

precipitates the final apotheosis. When she instructs Emilia to “lay on my bed 

my wedding sheets,” (IV.2 147) she hopes that Othello will see them as proof of 

her love and of the sanctity of their marriage. Her hope, however, is not 

delusional. She is fully conscious of the possibility that she might die; and a 

martyr’s death, identifying with Christ and the shroud covering him, provides 

some solace. “If I do die before thee,” Desdemona tells Emilia, “prithee shroud 

me/In one of those same sheets.” (IV.3 153-54) Othello is now obsessed with the 

shedding of blood, its sight mixed with the carnage of military slaughter and the 

virginity of a torn hymen. He is compelled towards one solution; it must be 

decisive. He must destroy the representation of his dread. “Thy bed, lust-stained, 

shall with lust’s blood be spotted,” (V.1 158) Othello exclaims, looking at the 

wounded Cassio but thinking of Desdemona and the implications of Bianca’s 

lust and the stain of her menstrual blood.  

 When Othello enters the bedroom where Desdemona is sleeping and utters, 

while looking at the sheets but seeing the handkerchief/napkin, “it is the cause, it 

is the cause” (V.2 164) followed immediately by “let me not name it to you,” he 

alone understand his references. “It is the cause,” the repeats again, obsessively, 

“Yet I’ll not shed her blood.” (V.2 164) With increasingly erratic and 

compulsive thoughts, Othello recognizes he cannot shed her blood; the 

opportunity, prior to marriage, has been missed. It cannot be recovered. When 

Desdemona wakes up to find him contemplating her murder, she tells him “some 
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bloody passion shakes your very frame,” (V.2 165) and though, for her, the word 

“bloody” is innocent, a mere metaphor, for Othello it now takes on all the 

significance that has plagued him since their arrival on Cyprus. He is now fated 

to an act of murder that he, incredibly but with perfect sense, calls a “sacrifice,” 

that is, the shedding of blood as a rite of purification. Othello is seduced by a 

horrific displacement. What is Othello thinking about? With the line “it is the 

very error of the moon,” (V.2 169) he succumbs, again, to a double meaning 

grasped as rationalization and explanation, the universe itself manipulating 

human affairs and the effects of tides. After the important stage direction “He 

smothers her,” (he suffocates her with the wedding sheets) Othello appears to be 

referring to the moon that “makes men mad” but he is, in fact, imagining other 

tides, not of water but of blood. His hallucinations are now, for him, utterly 

logical. From the shedding of hymen’s blood to the death of a defiler, there is a 

perfect sequence; the virgin blood annulled by the menstrual blood of a “whore” 

demands an act of sacrifice to restore purity.  

 When Iago’s schemes have been revealed and Othello realizes the extent of 

his own tragic misinterpretations (Iago, he knows, cannot simply be blamed 

unequivocally) he utters the words “O cursèd, cursèd slave,” talking not to Iago, 

in blame, but to himself. When Lodovico demands, “where is this rash and most 

unfortunate man?,” (V.2 177) Othello now responds with a final rhetorical 

enigma of his own, once again echoing Exodus. Othello says: “that’s he that was 

Othello: here I am.” (V.2 177) He is no longer Othello; he is bound by his 

previously negated past. He admits it, but immediately denies it. Although 

Othello’s relation to his guilt is obvious (surely, to himself) he chooses denial, 

refusing to admit the truth, preferring one last attempt at self-defense which only 

shows the extent of his disassociation, from himself, from the act. He calls 

himself “an honourable murderer,” and instead of a confession, prefers to shift 

the blame to Iago, hearing Lodovico’s “fallen in the practice of a damnèd slave” 

as an indictment of Iago, not himself. “Will you, I pray, demand that demi-
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devil/Why he hath thus ensnared my soul and body?” (V.2 178) Othello asks, as 

if needing to know Iago’s motives but, as compulsive self-confession, really 

talking about his own tortured self. Iago’s last words are decisive: “demand me 

nothing; what you know you know.” Iago returns to a final, stoic silence only the 

torments of the gallows will suspend, leaving Othello to ask (if he has the 

courage, which he does not) the meaning of his knowledge. Again, he protests 

against his fate, declaring unbelievably that he was “one that loved not wisely, 

but too well;/ Of one, not easily jealous but, being wrought,/Perplexed in the 

extreme; of one whose hand/Like the base Indian threw a pearl away/Richer than 

all his tribe.” (V.2 179) He has but one choice now, the only honour left him. 

Despite the mention of the words “Indian” and “tribe” (the one last echo of his 

past) he cannot admit to his family origins, that is, Rajasthani gypsies escaping 

persecution from Mughal invaders. Redemption is impossible. The 

consequences of the truth are more overwhelming than murderous guilt. His 

delusions are relentless, but his self-contempt is absolute. 

 When Lodovico exclaims “O bloody period,” he is not only announcing the 

end of the play after Othello has killed himself. It is Shakespeare’s two-word 

epilogue, a final hint at the enigma of Othello’s derangement caused by, first, the 

neglected Gypsy ritual of the virginity “test of the handkerchief” and, second, 

the hallucination of the napkin stained with Bianca’s menstrual blood that, 

finally, caused his initial “chaos” to turn into murder and tragedy. 
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